Class 2 I Autumn 1 I 2020
Value: Trust and Collaboration
PHSE

Enquiry: How are we stronger together?

How do I keep myself and others safe and
healthy?

What is a musician?

Rules and routines for staying safe in school.
Hygiene and handwashing. Safe behaviours.

English - Reading

Art / DT

Texts: Tin Forest, Nightlife of Trees, Magic &
Mystery of Trees, The Great Kapok Tree

What is a reader?

What is an artist?
Pencil work, line drawings, observational drawings
of leaves, trees, bark.
Sculpting with dough and clay.

Geography
What is a geographer?
Mapping plants and trees in our local environment.
Creating 2D and 3D maps. Seasons and weather.

Music

Listening and responding to music and the sounds
of nature. Using symbols and pictures to represent
sounds, Creating soundscapes.

PE
What is an athlete?

English - Writing

Outside athletics, the daily mile, outside learning
related to all subjects. Dance relating to nature.

What is an author?
Word collections, revisiting basics of grammar,
punctuation & handwriting, creating poems
inspired by nature. Writing lists and instructions.

ICT
What is a technician?

Maths

Sharing learning with others using different ICT
tools, eg, making videos, Seesaw, photo apps.

What is a mathematician?
RE

Number recognition, place value, addition and
subtraction.

What is a philosopher?
What does in mean to belong to a faith community?

Science
What is a scientist?
Naming and grouping animals. Which animals live
in a rainforest environment? What are the needs of
these animals. How do animals change over time?

Important Information
*Much of our learning will take place outside.
Please provide welly boots and waterproofs which
can be kept in school at all times. Thank you.
*Please regularly look at your child’s online Seesaw
page to follow their learning journey, (please ask us
if you need help to do this). Virtual school
challenges will also be shared with you via Seesaw.

